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The Best Green ETF
With oil closing in on $100 and the possibility of triple-digit prices
becoming a norm in the future, energy stocks will not be the only
beneficiaries. Think green!
Investors have the option of buying individual stocks in
companies that are engaged in anything from solar power to fuel
cells. This has been a lucrative investment strategy recently,
however the risk of putting money into a single company can be
very high in the alternative energy arena. One way to circumvent
the company-specific risk is to buy a basket of green stocks
through an ETF.
There are at least six ETFs that track indices linked to alternative
energy. The PowerShares family of ETFs have four options for
investors, which can be very confusing. …. With all six made up
of different stocks it is important to research each ETF before
putting your hard earned money into one of them. Below is our
breakdown of the possibilities.
The PowerShares Global Clean Energy ETF (PBD) invests on
companies that focus on green and renewable energy sources
around the globe. Of the 83 holdings, only 26% comes from the
US – a good thing. The top holding JA Solar (JASO) accounts for
4% and the entire top 10 makes up 37% of the ETF. The index
which the ETF is based on has a 5-year annual return of 34%,
the best of the group.
….
PowerShares Wilderhill Clean Energy ETF (PBW) has the same
strategy as PBD, except it only invests in stocks traded on a US

exchange. There are ADR's in the ETF, however the restriction
limits PBW from being one of my top choices. There are a
number of attractive green companies not traded in the US.
….
In the end, if one "Green" ETF had to be chosen it would be PBD
due to its international exposure and diversity through a large
number of holdings.

